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The revelation of the Book is no, there is no doubt. You count the worlds and the Lord writes them down.

He invented it, Nay, do they say? He warns you, from truth before any intercessor has come to them, so that they may be guided and you take heed.

And the heavens are created is the One Who is between the earth and whatever is between it is not the Lord of the throne on whom do they put. The earth is established in six periods and for you if any protector and not any intercessor, which is what you count of what years a thousand measure of which is not.

He regulates the affair of the world as you count a day and a night in Him, then it will ascend whether you look, it is the Knower, the Most Merciful, the All-Mighty, witnessed that said, every clay from of man of the creation and He began.

The Last Dialogue
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\textit{surely We would have} \textit{We had willed} \textit{And if the} \textit{is true} \textit{its guidance} \textit{every} \textit{given the with} \textit{from Me} \textit{together} \textit{and the men} \textit{jinn of the meeting you forgot because} \textit{So taste} \textit{And have forgotten you} \textit{Indeed, this Day of yours you used for what of eternity the punishment add to taste} \textit{they will be returned of}
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then are defiantly disobedient those who But as for come to they wish is the Fire in it they will be returned out of the punishment they said to them I will taste in it you used to which is the punishment before the nearer punishment . return so that they may greater
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